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"Tho South's Indopeocksd Week(

VOL V-14.. 34

MR. CHAIRMAN — Dr. Hotus F. Price, LeMoyne college
president, gets attention of the
chair at last Thursday night's
Democratic convention at the
Fairgrounds to decline committeeman nomination from
14th Ward in favor of Dr. W. W.
Gibson, who had been nominated. Dr. Gibson lest in.the
voting to T. H. Coleman.
Lower picture shows some of
the 50-odd Negroes who at.
tended and actively partici•
paled in the convention. Atty.
James E. Irwin was elected
county chairman. (Photos by
Dinkins)
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liberallheriffIn Race
Lamb Would InnocentMan Who Served 2 Years
Hire Negro Has His Say—Wife Asks Divorce
Deputies

By MOSES J. NEWSON
term, and another he received for the date was reset because he had
once escaping, be commuted.
Ii ',If
no attorney, He said he was ofyou were staring 15 years
HAD A CHOICE
fered 10 years or the possible trial
I in the face and was handed the
As
Coleman recalls the case toElection of Edgar Joseph (Jack) chance to take five, you would
sentence of 10 to 15 years. This
day, it was as sure as life that
Lamb, former police inspector, as take it, too."
he says he refused.
he
would
get
15
years.
lie
said
Shelby county's next sheriff would
That
was
Herman
Edward
Colethe
first
time
he was to be tried See INNOCENT, Page 2
place in office a man who is not1
opposed to hiring Negro deputies.!' man, 27, telling why he plead gullMr. Lamb, 50, of 3346 Berea rd ty to a crime he didn't commit.
Colen--an, whose five-year term
announced last week as an inclependent candidate in the sheriff's in the Shelby County Penal Farm
was commuted by Gov. Frank
race,
lie will run against Sheriff Ed Clement, came home last Wednes31 months of his life wasted
Reeves, who had not announced day,
•
for re-election at week end but is away because of a "mistaken
slated to be the Citizens For Progress candidate. Citizens for Pros- PICKED IN LINE.UP
Mike Cervetti, owner of the
ress is the political group which
has come out in favor of inter- Cervetti Liquor store at 336 W.
I Trigg, wa,1 robbed of $79 the
position for Tennessee.
Mr. Limb, an inspector for the morning of Sept. 15, 1952. There
state hotel and restaurant division was a police sly-mill, and accordfor the past seven years, told the ing to Police Chief J. C. MacDefender over the week end that donald and Detective Chief M. A.
he would not be opposed to hiring Hinds, it was Mr. Cervetti's "posiNegro deputies to his staff were tive identification" that led to
Coleman's indictment.
he to be elected sheriff.
"If that's what the people want Mr. Cervetti declined to comI would be for it," Mr. Lamb ment Monday.
Police say Mr. Cervettl made
said.
A police inspector when he re- a written statement in which he
signed on Jan. 16, 1948 after 11 said he "was positive in his identiyears with the force, Mr. Lamb fication that Coleman was the robsays he feels the people are now ber, without the shadow of a
going to vote the way they want doubt."
CANALE ACTS
to.
However, it was Mr. Cervetti,
"I want to give them a chance
to vote for a change if they want who since has seen another man
who resembles the one who held
it.
him
up, who started the ball to.
"Shelby county needs an active
sheriff, one who is not tied by wards getting Coleman out.
any party or parties, and is not His lawyer John T. Thompson
afraid to stand up for his men went to Atty. Gen. Phil CanaIe
and work for all the people of the and told him Mr. Cervetti was no
longer positive he gave the right
county."
HERMAN COLEMAN lights a
liquor store operator decided
Mr. Lamb set a record with identification and "didn't want to
cigar as he tells why he plead
five promotions in six years while feel responsible for any injustice
he now Is not sure it was
that
might
be
done."
guilty to a mime he didn't
with the police department.
Coleman
who robbed him back
Mr.
Canale talked to Coleman,
commit, lie served 31 months
He has made numerous friends
in
then
informed
1952.
the
He picked Coleman
State
Parole
before
Gov.
Frank Clement
among Negroes, especially those
Board of the matter and the board
out of a police line-np then,
commuted the remainder of
in the cafe and restaurant business
his five-year sentence after a
south of McLemore. A number of recommended Coleman's robbery
(Newson Photo.)
Negro leaders are also friendly to
Negro Democrats, in their most active official role
I him and some are expected to
in recent years, cast their lot with the Independent Demo- conduct the session in a complete- announce their support of him in
crats of Shelby County in the election of a new local party ly democratic manner. Recogni- his bid for sheriff.
tion was given everyone who adMr. Lamb says he will institute
chairman and an executive committee.
dressed the chair.
the FBI system for record checkParticipating fully in the convention held at the FairAfter a number of committee ing if elected. He also wants to
grounds last Thursday night which
posts were filled with Negroes•vot- add squad cars, check traffic
elected James E. Irwin, attor- tie
public favor and could hurt ing heavily for certain candidates fatalities and improve the traffic
Only 50 of the 128 beds at the Memphis, only 15 have applied for
ney, as chairman of the Shelby themselves
and whites for the others, Chair- sign situation in the county.
credited by the Joint Commission
e.
new E. H. Crump Memorial hos- staff privileges to work in the hos- on
County Democratic Party, Negroes
question
the
of
racial
On
relaman
Burch included Rev. J. A. McAccreditation of Hospitals. AcLucius
Burch,
jr.,
elected chairgained 24 seats on the executive
Daniel and Taylor C. D. Hayes tions Mr. Lamb feels ''we need pital have been in use since the pital.
creditation is a requisite for apman
of
the
convention
by
unan
hospital
opened
in
March
of
this
The hospital must he in opera- proval for an interneship
committee of 123 named, Another
level-headed people on both sides."
and restion a year before it will he ac- idency training program.
nine committeemen and commit- imous vote, sought throughout' to See NEGRO, Page 2
Negro policemen have been cred- year.
teewomen were to be chosen.
itably serving with the Memphis And the cause for this,
Police Department for a number is given as the shortage of gradAction of the group was designof years and recently a Negro uate, registered nurses, white and
ed to unseat the regular county
fire station was put in service. Negro. This nurse shortage is
Democratic Executive Committee,
keeping the hospital from opening
headed by John Heis,tell, whose
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 more beds for the treatment of
wo-year term expired June 4.
Negro patients, according to R. C.
However, the new chairman and
!Hardy, administrator.
members
must be recommittee
Of the 50 beds in use, 30 are
ognized by the state Democratic
L. Alex Wilson, editor and genThe Ministers and Citizens League opened its regis- eral manager of the Tri-State for general medical and surgical
Executive Committee, which preseases and are filled to capacity ,
The twenty-third annual convention of the Pan-Tenently is . friendly to the Heiskell
tration campaign headquarters in the educational building Defender, has been erroneous. 1 most of the time. Occupancy of
organization.
publireferred
several
to
by
Dental Association was held in Chattanooga, June
nessee
ly
of the Mt. Olive Cathedral on June 15 to mark its all-out
the 50-bed obstetrics department
CFP LINK
cations carrying stories on his fluctuates. Forty of the beds in 12. 13, and 11, at the YMCA, with Memphis dentists windrive to get 70,000 Negroes qualified to vote before thel recent wedding as "managing"
Mr. Heiskell's faction, including
this department were filled last ning a number of offices. The Hubbard Dental Society
of
many personalities of the old Shel- August 2 primaries.
editor. We're sure our honeY• week-end.
will
chief
mooning-vacationing
by crganization, is also closely asChattanooga served as host.
BEDS AVAILABLE
Headquarters will remain open
be pleased to know there haven't
sociated with the Citizens For through July 13,
Mr. Hardy is quoted as saying, Dr. W. E. MeKissic, jr.. of Jackfinal day to regnext to churches, is probably the been any such drastic chang- "We are
Progress, a recently formed group ister
anxious to open more son was re-elected president of treasurer; Dr. W. S. Yarbrough,
for participation in the Auone strongest Negro body in the es in his absence. We hope these beds but will not
s'
.ich has as one aim the elec- gust primaries.
do so without the association.
Memphis, chaplain; Dr. J. 0.
didn't
think
Moses
editors
J.
county.
delegation
legislative
tion of a
qualified personnel. This is a new
This past Saturday the largest '
The meeting was featured by Young, Chattanooga, sergeant-atmanaging
acting
from this area which would be group of ward workers ever
Ward workers are still needed Newson, our
feel
hospital but, new or old, we
to
major addresses by Dr. R. Q. arms Dr. W. B. Reed, Nashville,
editor, was 21aiming another
favorable to interposition for Ten- attend a session turned out
to a for a number of localities. The wife. Anyway, that is how it is. strongly that it is our responsi- Venson of Memphis, who spoke historian; Dr. George West, jr.,
nessee.
bility to give safe care. That calls on "Needs for the National Den- Memphis, . state vice president;
planning meeting at Mt. Olive league needs all the volunteer
the titles, that is, not the for
' Despite this open declaration for and leaders appeared greatly im- work in the campaign that it can About
due care in selecting person- tat Association, Past and Pres- Dr. R, L. Suggs, Nashville-ShelInterposition, some Negro leaders pressed by the enthusiasm exhib- get from citizens interested in see- wives.
nel and a minimum of graduate, ent."• by Dr. S. P Harris of Nash- byville, Zone 1, vice president;
ing an increased registration.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,1111111111111111111. registered nurses in charge."
Lot "tied" to the old organiza- ited.
ville, whose subject was, "The Dr. P. M. Alexander., Knoxville,
Persons seeking information or
It was disclosed that the hospi- Responsibility of the Dentist as
tion are , predicting that certain COUNCIL JOINS IN
a zone 2, vice president; Dr. E. F.
registration
transportation
for
list
exceedwaiting
has
not
tal's
Negroes will be found backing canThe league, headed by Rev. H.
Citizen";
and
Mea0.
by
Dr.
F.
White, Memphis, Zone 3 vice presheadcampaign
ed five, but Mr. Hardy feels dedidates which will have the sup- C. Bunton, minister of Mt. Olive should contact the
cham of Chattanooga, Dr. Thomas ident; Dr. A. H. Logan, Chattamand would build up if more beds E. Braly of Chattanooga, Dr,
port of Citizens For Progress. Cathedral, received another wel- quarters.
J. nooga, Zone 4, vice president.
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.—(INS)—A could be made available.
Citizens are being urged to go
hey say these few are in posi- comed shot in the arm when the
B. Edmonds of Memphis and Mr. The executive board of the asMargarkilled
writer
attack
heart
! EXTRA PAY
ons which allow them no alter- powerful Bluff City and Shelby to the courthouse and register beKent Roak of Nashville.
sociation consists of Dr. Cooper
Nursing personnel and other
ative but feel that they carry lit- County Council of Civic clubs vol- fore the long iines start forming. et D. Eliot in her Cambridge
OTHER OFFICERS
E. Taylor of Memphis; Dr. R. Q.
prizeher
Nobel
while
apartment
40-hour
week
a
on
go
employes
a
few
minbut
Presently
takes
it
the
cooperation
in
unteered its full
Other officers elected for 1955- Venson, Memphis; Dr. E. G
was
S.
brother,
Eliot,
T.
winning
the
increase
will
which
July 1,
utes to register.
current drive.
I 57 include: Dr. W. H. Watson, Smithwick, Knoxville; Dr. S. A.
A report luncheon has been slat- in a London hospital having been hespital's nursing difficulties. But
James T. Walker, labor leader,
Nashville, vice president; Dr. Mon- Curren, Knoxville; Dr. W. B. Dasimilar
a
with
stricken
attack.
will
it
believe
does
not
Hardy
27.
June
Mr.
for
which
ed
council,
president
of
the
is
roe Jordan, Nashville, executive vis, Chattanooga; Dr. J. M. BYnes,
present
reduce
to
necessary
be
service because "we expect to pay secretary; Dr. Luke Jackso n, Chattanooga; Dr. E. B. Dole,
Nashville, recording secretary; Nashville and Dr. P. M. Nixon,
for extra hours worked by our
Dr. E. T. Fields, Chattanooga, Nashville.
personnel."
Twenty-two students at the hos- 11111111111111111I1161111111111111111111i111111111111110111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
School of Nursing have just
pital's
week
The Park Commission last
completed half of their first year
took under advisement a request
and can do only a small amount
that Negroes be permitted to use
of floor work. When they comthe city-owned zoo on other days
A 69-year-old Little Rock, Arkansas, man concluded that his
plete their three-year course, the
than just Thursday as is currently
still
have
You
a
once.
chance
required
at
I
so
to take one. Each boy is
(Photo Page 2)
hospital will have a potential nursshort-lived marriage was a miserable failure in an annulment
the practice.
making
a
by
small into make his report each week, to win
ing personnel.
petition filed in Pulaski Chancery Court yesterday.
The request was made in a let- Only four weeks remain before' and you can help him by paying crease each week. Each boy
APPLICANTS
WANT
He said that after a two to three day courtship last month
ter to the commission from the the Tri-State Defender will make for your paper when it is deliver- should get himself a notebook and
"Meanwhile," Mr. Hardy said,
his 20-year-old wife "led him to the altar." As a condition to
N-th Memphis Interracisl Colin- 18 newsboys pretty happy.
name
write
and
the
of
address
ed to you.
"we have increased pay, reduced
the marriage, he said, die made him spend $400 to refurnish his
tit that was formed after the
On Saturday, July 21, 18 valuBoys are visiting every home in each person who says thcy will hours and advertised to attract
spartment.
flareups in the Hurt Village area able prizes will be awarded to the
paper
every
from
you
the
take
their neighborhood and trying to
more nurses. We are takiiig appliAfter the wedding, he continued, she set up two beds a n d
between white and Negro youths.
doing
this
he
week.
will be cations and will be happy to talk
In
boys showing the greatest ineach householder to become
nade him sleep alone. Eight days after the marriage she left
The letter said the racial ten- crease in sales since the begin- get
get
his
sure
their
to
pacustomer
nurse,
graduate
registered,
Trithe
for
a steady customer
to any
and on the ninth she filed for a divorce and property settleaftsions were partly caused by lack
ning of the current contest.
State Defender, They are heading per each week."
white or Negro, interested in poment.
Mrof recreational and playground faAll Tri-State Defender Newsboys sitions as staff nurses, head nursReaders of the Tri-State Defend- for the last round-up.
cilities for Negroes and asked
The man said he had been "irreparably damaged" by her
PRIZES LISTED
invited to come by the office, es and supervisors We are ancarare
their
help
to
urged
are
er
Memphis.
North
promises to care for him. He said that in view of these
more for
false
Mrs. Aretta J. Polk, circulation 236 S. Wellington, and see the hi- lints to employ additional people,"
Other civic groups have joined rier win one of the valuable prizcircumstances the marriage should be anntiled.
said.
Hardy
Mr.
have
manager,
who
boys
said,
"All
a
paper
buying
from him
in asking that more time be giv- es by
Out of 37 Negro phy4cians in 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111J1111111111111111
each week and getting a friend not entered the contest, should do See NEWSBOY, Page 2
en Negroes at the zoo.

Negro Demos Gain Official Place
•As Local Party Gets New Faction

Nurse Shortage At Crump Hospital
BlamedFor Low NumberBeds Used

4

Voters' League Opens
Campaign Headquarters Title Bloops

Dental Group Elects
Dr. McKissic Again

T. S. Eliot's Sister
Dies Of Heart Attack

*
Zoo Request
Under Study

Newsboys Step-Up Pace In Contest
For 18 Prizes—Others May Enter

Aged Groom Sees Light

Price 15c

Miss. GOP
Chief Says:
Get Ballot!
Perry W. Howard, Negro attorney of Washington, who is also
Mississippi Republican national
committeeman, said Friday that
failure to seat his "Black and
Tan" delegation at the San Francisco national convention in August would result in the defeat
of President Eisenhower,
lie did not elaborate, but the
inference was that such action
would turn thousands of Negro
voters across the country against
the Republican ticket.
The "Black and Tan" Republican faction, which Howard has
headed since 1924. elected 15 delegates — nine Negroes and six
whites — to the convention with
instructious to vote for Eisenhower. Their seats in the
convention
will be contested by a 15 - man
all-white slate of delegates from
the "Lily White" faction, headed
by new Republican E. 0.
Spencer. Jackson business executive.
The "Black and Tan" faction has
always been recognized by the national party,
There was no segregation at the
meeting and Negro and white delegates intermingled freely,
Howard, named
permanent
chairman of the convention, predicted the Republicans would
nominate Eisenhower and "the
brilliant and talented Nixon" and
they
would he re-elected in November.
Howard admitted to the some
125 state convention delegates,
of
which about 25 were whites,
that
"we haven't had our share of the
patronage." He said, however,
that this battle isn't over.
"We lost patronage once before."
he said, "but we didn't lose pow.
er."
On the question of seating at
the national convention, Howard
said "the GOP can't seat the Lily
Whites."
"The Republican party," he addled, "was born to give color to
politics. Seating of the Lily Whites
would defeat Eisenhower."
There was no mention of the Integration question at the convention. Howard did urge that the
whites "stop jumping on the colored people for what the Supreme
Court ban done. We don't have
4mything to do with the Supreme
Court. We have no members on
it and -no one working with the
court except for a few messengers.
The fight is among the white people. We are just petitioners."
Urging members of his race to
"get the ballot," Howard said:
"We want the Negroes of Mississippi to get the ballot. If we
have the ballot, we don't need anything else."
To "get the ballot," he told his
race they must use tact and good
judgment. He suggested they approach the white people for the
bailot on a "kindly" and persuasive basis.
"You can't make a Southern
white man do anything," he added, "but you can go kindly and
persuade him."
Howard credited House Speaker
Walter Sitters of Rosedale with delivery of the 112,000 votes to the
Eisenhower ticket four years ago,
rather than Spencer, who headed
the Mississippi Citizens for Eisenhower organization.
Howard called the all-white Mississippi Republican party that is
vieing with the Black and Tans for
national recognition "interlopers
and hijackers."
Howard said the ^orventian of
the Black and Tan faction today
-represents the best people of
Mississippi and is representative
of how it will be in heaven. . .Negrecs and whites together."
Chairman of the state executive
committee, S. W. Miller of Jackson, a Negro, said "we are working out an idealistic program with
representation of both races working harmoniously. We work together, we die together, why not
vote together?"
The convention named the following delegation to San Francisco:
From the state at large — H. S.
Massey, Iuka, a white man; Perry
Howard, national committeeman,
S. W. Miller, Jackson; and Col. T.
E. Rhodes of French Camp, a
white man.
First District — Dr. T. Z. Zuber, West Point; C. L. Beard of
Iuka, a white man.
second District — C. C. Lord,
Charleston, white man.
Third District ,-- F. H. Miller of
Mound Bayou, and J. C. Gilliam
of Clarksdale.
Fourth District—The Rev. J. W.
Hair, Jackson; and Edna Redmond, national committeewoman,
Jackson.
Fifth District — Z. E. Roth, Meridian, a white man; E. Lee Williams, Newton, a white man.
Sixth District — The Rev, G. C.
Wells, Hattiesburg; and Dr. H. J.
Fields, Laurel.
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'Union Held
Guilty Of
Bias Charge

TRI-STATE DEFENDER '
Sat., lulus 23, 1956

Innocent
(Continued From Page 1)

Coleman says he felt he would
get the 15 years if he refused to
take the last offer of five for
CLEVELAND — (INS) — A
the guilty plea partly because
Cleveland union, found guilty of
"the assistant in the public debarring a Negro from member• fender's office who was representship, yesterday faced the possibiling me did not believe my story
ity of court action unless it comand told me that I was lying."
plies with the findings of the com-,' Public Defender Hugh Stanton said
munity relations board.
last week he doesn't "remember"
The International Brotherhood of
On Oct. 13, 1952, when the trial
Electrical Workers, local 38, was
came up, Coleman agreed through
found guilty Monday of violating
, the public defender's office to the
the city's fair employment ordiguilty plea.
nance by a unanimous vote of the
The next day he started making
board,
!
local was found guilty of
what was his choice between "a
barring Theodore Pinkston, 30,
sure 15 years'' and five years.
from full membership and orderThat choice, Coleman indicated,
ed to act upon his application fairis something you don't sneer at
ly.
when you've got no witness to
If it does not comply with the
back the story you tell and a long
board's findings within 60 days it
police record. The young man
can be fined $100 daily.
maintained the morning of the
The board also found George
robbery he had g()ne to the DuBrown, president of the local,
J.
see
to
Alillinton
in
company
•apont
its business agent, Vincent
and
were
there
• about a job because
Skodis, guilty of discrimination.
•to be some lay-offs at Firestone
RACE OR QUALIFICATIONS
• where he worked. He said he lat-ty Snyder, wife of the author;
ten by Marty Snyder. Left to
AT NATIONAL CITIZENS for
"We feel we are not guilty,"
was
er went to a movie but there
Mrs. Harry Queen of New JerCisW.
Arnold
conferMrs.
right
are
campaign
Eisenhower
said.
Skodis
some mix-up about the picture he
sey, and Crystal Byrd Faucet
co and Mrs. Irene McCoy
"We are not going to comply! ence in Washington, these Eissaw.
of Philadelphia.
Gaines of Chicago; Mrs. Marenhower boosters discuss the
to give the board
going
is
that
if
Police said Coleman has a long
writIke,"
Friend
'My
book,
wait
to
have
will
We
its way.
Juvenile Court record, and 17 aruntil the case gets to court. That
-'..iests by Memphis police and has
is the only way we can test the
'd an FBI record for convictions. He
decision and get our appeal."
"-7.ikas first arrested in 1941, when
OyCOtt
The union claimed Pinkston did
'be was 12. for bicycle theft. He
bemembership
full
for
qualify
not
Vas handled for burglary juvenile
cause of his limited experience,1
court and in 1944 for stabbing his
Pinkston countered that he was
but
said.
'brother, police
because of his race.
refused
He got six months in 1945 at
•
.77Pikeville. while still a juvenile,
for assault and battery, and then
,"a year for larceny. Police say he
got five years for robbery and
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.—(INS)—The president of the than 70 per cent of its support,
they keenly resent the fact that
carrying a pistol in November,
Tallahassee Transit Co. admitted last week the boycott of
there has been no effort made to
' 1945, and has been handled nine
coaches by Negroes has been "successful" and announced give them the same treatment that
times by police as a suspect in
snatching but was released. The
other American citizens of Tallathe company plans to suspend operations as of July 1.
FBI records showed he served
(INS)
—
La.
ROUGE,
BATON
In a letter to the City Commission, J. S. D. Coleman, hassee receive."
'lime in Michigan and Indiana
In his letter, Coleman said the
— A bitter feud between Louis- president of Cities Transit Co.,! A & M college.
' Asked about this police record.
iana Gov. Earl K. Long and two said:
bus
company was willing to conI The two girls were arrested for
'Coleman insisted "They've got a
of his political rivals boiled over
operating at a loss for "a
tinue
a
of
rear
to
to
the
move
refusing
existing circumstances it
record up there about 20 miles long
Tuesday in a near free-for-all "Under
period of time," but
reasonable
comwoman
a
white
when
bus
but most of it is against someduring a legislative committee is our intention to. suspend operano solution in sight
"with
added
tion of buses in this community as plained to a driver.
body named Norman Coleman, a
meeting.
an independent company"
being
and
oneabout
comprise
in
Negroes
week.
Any
boys
interested
papers
than
cousins.
100
more
ing
Dean
indefinite
for
of July 1, 1956
THIS TRIAD of Tri-State
fellow I know."
WILong and Secretary of State
beating them in the race for
third of Tallahassee's 40,000 popu- without unlimited resources, ft
ly. From left are George,
period."
fender newsboys may have to
our
a
impair
in
engaged
0,
Martin
to
: -Coleman said he had been orWade
continue
cannot
refused to ride
these and the other prizes in
Charles and Raymond Bowen.
give up the prizes they have
rested about 17 times but that
A group of local citizens, how- lotion. They have
circumscreaming, tug-of-war o v e r a
the contests will really have
Raymond and George are sons
buses since May 29 in pro• nancial condition, under
picked out here from among
city
to
, most often he was released.
prepared
immediately
ever,
exist.'
on
now
hearing
a
they
during
microphone
as
stances
DeBowthe
George
those
of
Mrs.
laws
Mr.
selling
to
and
of
go
work
to
test against segregation
the 18 in the current contest
He said that on the bicycle case
a proposed administration spon- fight the boycott by aiding the
Negotiations between leaders of
fenders. (Newson Photo)
en while Charles is the son
but they are making quite an
state and city.
of
got a bum rap. "It was like
use
wider
by
company
transit
strip
Marwould
which
bill
sored
are
They
boycott and City Commission
sellBowen.
John
of
the
each
them,
claim
effort to
, this last one.' He claims that he
fulltin of his powers as state in- buses by whites and soliciting funds The city commission, in a
collasped over the issue of
have
was just "in the group with the
company.
the
if possible to aid
page advertisement in the Tana- open seating on the buses. The
surance commissioner,
it."
took
actually
boys who
Leander Perez, Plakqumincs Containers such as those .used in hassee Democrat, asked the white company, however, has promised
' He said the police had him dead
(county) district attorney, the march of dimes campaign and citizens of the community to "ac to consider Negroes for employParish
. to rights on the 1945 robbery
whom Long bitterly attacked for other charitable drives have been, tively support the bus company" ment as drivers and to treat all
• for which he received eight years ,
his opposition to the measure, place in restaurants ano other pub- in the battle.
passengers "with proper courtesy.'
(Continued From Page 1)
• but got out in the Summer of
got into the fray when he lic places.
also
Only last Thursday night, the
• 1940.
In Miami, leaders of the National
cycle. tourist camera, radio staattempted to storm the rostrura, REVENUE DOWN
Negro inter-civic council announc- Association for the Advancement
: GOT MARRIED
glove,
binoculars.
tion. fielder's
shouting:
meeting that the
Coleman said the boycott has ed after a mass
o
• After he came back in 1949. money changers. Beat the Clock
Colored People called a mass
you're a damn liar. been 'successful in that it has council "had reaffirmed our desire of
"Long,
Sunday to decide what
meeting
Coleman says he "rested up a game, holiday camera, printing
Several other lawmakers at- taken 60 per cent of the company's to continue walking until passenadopt concerning seg. week" and then went to work at press, table tennis set. baseball
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• Cardinal Stritch Assails
• Trumbull Park Violence
By ETHEL L. PAYNE

TRI-STATE VIEWER
Sat., sun. 23, 1956

IL'

35High School Grads Get$10,000
In Study Grants To Lane College

drawn soon, according to Police program was planned for Negro
.
.
Catholics, including newcomers to
Samuel Cardinal Stritch, Arch- Comm. O'Connor's office.
A total of $10,000 in scholarship schools represented will recei‘e athletics and art,
The
conference
was
by
called
the city from the South, the Car
bishop of Chicago last week ataid has been aiardet, to outstand. four year scholarships ranging
Dean J. 0. Perpener announces
nicked racial bias, which is still the Cardinal to announce plans dine! said, "We are trying to do
ing high school graduates in 16 from 6200 to 000 for excellence that this is the largest
emus
tension •in Chicago'sw- for the welfare and assistantance everything we can. The transition
amount
states. Students from the 3.5 high in scholastic attainment, music, of scholarship aid granted
to the rapidly increasing Puerto from the plantation lands of Mishen Park, when he declared:
in the
;
'Rican population in the city, sissippi to urban life is a shock
history of the school He pointed
'Anything which is "vinlati
in
•
00 4which now numbers around
out that the wonderful support of
I
20,000. to the individual.
of peoples' rights is wrong. We
the United Negro College Fund
June 24 has been priilaimed "We are providing educational
have no word of sympathy or mitiby the citizens of West Tennesgation for the use of violence or by Mayor Daley and the ardinal facilities and other services to as•
•
see,
as
Northern Mississippi and the
the
special
observance
of
San
sist
in
adustment as much as
(incrimination by those who are
U. S. in general has made this
Juan day (Knights of St. John) , possible. But always. we are keeppkacticing it."
service to need • students availIle Roman Catholic prelate who is the patron saint of the ing in wind that this is a part of
Harold R. Sims, Southern uni- al organization designed to encour- able.
br,pke a five year silence when Puerto Ricans. A special mass will the transition period, and the ultiversity senior student, will be age and support all efforts on the
President C, A. Kirkendoll deshe held a press conference in the be said by the Cardinal at Holy mate goal is full integration into
among 11 other American dele- part of students, tecaehers and cribed the
scholarship
Chancery offices at 719 N. Wa- Name Cathedral with a day long the total life of the city."
others
meet
the
S.
to
repiesent
the
basic
U.
gates who will
needs of "an effort to increase program as
festival to follow at the Chicago , To assist the Puerto Ricans vt ho
the
bash ave.
an International Seminar to be universities and centers of higlit.r of the college to capable service
and deI have not yet learned to speak
In answer to a question on Arena.
held at the University of Poona learning and their members life. serving students ssho
In addition to the Puerto RI- English. two centers have been set !
manifest
inwhether the church was doing anyI to make them true communities , terest in learning
Poona. India, July 1-20.
and cultural imthing to ease the tension in that cans, ,he committee is concerned up to offer religious services in ' Shown is Mrs. John C. Mickle ceived the "Baby of the Week
alemphis,Ten- through giving economic aid, intel- provement." He further
Sims,
a
native
of
expressed
troubled area, the Cardinal re- with 30,000 Mexicans and 12,000 Spanish.
I and children of 762 Walker ave.. Award" for May 27th. Mrs. Mick- nessee. and a graduate of the lectual sharing and experiences his deepest
gratitude for the supFilipinos in Chicago.
• shopping at Pretti Bros. Grocery -le is the wife of the Rev. J. C. Booker T, Washington High school through bringing together diverse port
plied:
the college has received in
Cardinal Stritch said that the
"We are very much aware of
Canada's province of Manitoba store on otter st. Gregory and vtickle of Second Congregationa! there, has taken part in many of cultures regardless of race, na- its total program
primary
goal
is
the
integration
of
the problem. We have been workis larger than any state in the Blanche \tickle are shown pur- Church and student Counsellor at the university sponsored extra-cur- tionality, political and religious . AWARD WINNERS
ing for sometime on it and are these groups into the normal patchasing Pet Milk Blanche just re- LeNloyne college_
ricular activities, holding office in , conviction and social and economGraduates of Tennessee receivtern of living in the city, and to American Union except Texas and
continuing to do so.
i lc background in order to develop ing scholarships are as follows:
many of such organizations.
prevent the creation of more ghet- it is slightly larger than the area I
The young man, who will be 'a spirit of international solidarity ! Central High school, Alamo, Tenn.
STRONG CATHOLIC AREA
toes.
of Montana and Colorado comcommissioned in January 1957 in and a concern for mutual assist' Lenon King. Jonathan Simmons,
' Trumbull Park is in the heart
Asked if a similar policy aiti bined.
the Adjutant General Department ance and service.
Richard Montgomery, Willie N.
of a strongly Catholic area, many
The delegates will comprise of , Simmons.: Bruce High school, Dyof the Armed Forces, is a disof whom belong to the Polish Natinguished military student, mem- 12 Americans, 12 Indians, 4 from ershurg, Tenn : Willie Estes. Wiltional Catholic church, which is a
ber of the Southern University De- Pakistan, 3 each from Burma and lie Burress, Leon Roberson, Leon
separate entity from the Roman
bate Team, the Riverbend Play- Indonesia, 1 each from Ceylon and Lyle. Clark Sharp; Melrose High
Catholic church.
ers, Assistant Vice-President of Malaya, 5 from Europe and 4 from school, Memphis, Tenn.: William
Although many of the rioters and
Ralph Nelson. Odie Keel, Ray
the Southwest Region of Alpha Canada.
the agitators in the disturbances
Phi Alpha fraternity and is listed I Sims, son of Mrs. Geraldine R. Jackson, Janie Ruth Mitchell, Rohave been identified as Catholic,
JACKSON. Miss. — cANP1 — A side the building . as he opened in Who's Who Among Students in I Sims. 835 S. Parkway W.. Me m- sie Marie Ward. Manassas High
this is the first time the church
American Colleges and Universi- phis was selected from an ex- school, Memphis. Tenn.: Connie
nun identified as Willie Lee FishHer mother, Mrs. Alec, was prohas taken any official position on
LAGOS, Nigeria — (ANP) — 000 divided as follows:
ties.
tensive list of applicants along Lacey. Logan (:rocket. Howard
er
%%as
sought
being
by
police
here
nounced dead on arrival at Uni- THE DELEGATES
'
the matter.
An official release recently pubwith 11 other Americans on the Gregory; McNairy County TrainNorthern
Nigeria:
last
week
after
he
killed
one
per17.153.000:
versity hospital.
Lately, the tension has been eas- lished estimated the population of
The
seminar
that
Sims
j
basis of his scholarship, mature ing school, Selmer, Tenn.; Jost*
will
atwminded
and
with
son
two others
ing somewhat and some Negro the Federation of Nigeria as up- Western Nigeria: 6.194,000; EastFisher, police said, fled t h e tend is sponsored by the World !personality and individual achieve- Nell Hurst, Cynphelia Murphy;
huh-powered
rifle
a
following
a
ern
Nigeria:
7,229,000;
Southern
families are attending Catholic wards of 33,368,000 at the end of
scene.
University Service. an internationWeakley County Training school,
ft it between hi, children and anchurches in the district. The large this year and reaching 36,000,000 Nigeria: 75.000.
Martin, Tenn.: Mae Helen Edother woman's children.
Police force kept on hand to main- by the end of 1960.
wards; Frazier High school, CovLagos (federal capital 277,000.
said,
Ethel
Officers
57,
Alec,
tain order has been reduced to
The population figure establishington, Tenn.: Eula Wakefield,
Females accounted for 16,000.000 n as fatally wounded in the shoot72 and may be completely with- ed by the 1953 census was 31,557,- out of the total population.
Geraldine Taylor, Syvilla Arming and her two daughters, Jeanstrong; Gibson County Training
nett Mallot, 26 and Eva Dobbins,
school, Milan, Tenn.: Norma Jean
22 were also wounded
Elan and Ben Leonard Scott;
Police said women told t e m
Montgomery High school, Lexingtheir children had been fighting
ton, Tenn.: Willa Lee; Merry High
with Fisher's children, but that
school, Jackson, Tenn.: Robert
WASHINGTON — ANP1 — The! Robeson said that if Jackie Robeson in his loud
they separated them,
baritone Ball, Grady Black, Bethel Floyd,
House Committee on Un-American' Robinson had the opportunity he s•oice.
Minutes later, they continued. Activities
Benny Savage. Freddie L• Clark.
voted 7 to 0 last week ' would probably change his testiEarlier in the hearing he had Freddie ('. Hill. Ramona RobinF'isher came from his home across in
recommending
contempt
of
Conmony
now.
the street knocked Mrs Dobbins
inentioned that his mother was a, 'n and West High school: James
! WASHINGTON — A summary the First Amendment" in allow-. sensitive branches of the govern- to the ground and kicked her sev- gress proceedings against Paul
Ile attempted to countera..t Pennsylvania Quaker and his fa-1 Brown.
Roheson, noted concert singer.
of Supreme Court decisions made ing a California court to permit ment.
the Young statement by asking' ther a North Carolina slave. Hist
eral times.
Th, committee approved the ac• permission to read
during the last year showed that the firing.
statementsi family baked bread for Washing
She called the police and was tion of tlic subcommittee, which
I The methods by which the SuChief Justice Earl Warren joined
made about him by Dr. Benjamin ton's troops when they crossed the
A eamcietfis THIATER
2. A decision holding the Dupont preme Court arrives at its decis- sitting witti her mother and sister f a day before had
recommendold, Mays when he v.as
11 times with justices regarded company does not have a monopawarded an Delaware.
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never
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that
Robeson
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when
porch
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as "liberal" in dissenting with the oly on the manufacture of cellohonorary degree at Morehouse, and
is widely thought that Warren appeared vtith a rifle in h i s he assailed the committee mem"This Committee wants to shut
majority.
by another promi ier.t Negro lea.
phane.
bers as "non-patriots" and "un- .
up every Negro who has the couI himself has devoted much of his
der when he was presented the
• But decisions on racial integrahands,
rage to speak out against injustice
Americans" at a stormy hearing.'
3. A decision upholding the right energy to getting unanimous de
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Spingarn Medal by the NAACP.
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done to our people and all colonial
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Meet Y011f Friends Al The Reseemey
announced May 17, 1954 holding of the military to courtmartial ci•
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supposedly to
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School segregation unconstitution- vilian dependents of American'
discuss State Department rules• !Mils RUSSIA
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Throughout the hearing Robeson
servicemen overseas.
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governing the issurance of pass-! When asked if he knew Manning was denied his request to read 3
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! Warren, former California gov4. A decision permitting state!
ports.
Johnson, Robeson replied that he prepared statements.
but 23. 24, ZS, 26, 27
ernor named by President Eisen- , courts to issue injunctions in case;
Actually Robeson was question- had read by the .papers where
When the committee counsel ask
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hower to the high court, seldom of labor disorders. The dissenters I
ed throughout the hearing on his Johnson had said "Dr. Ralph ed Robeson if he had lauded StaAlit Guinness • Lou,' Jeedain
dissented from the majority view held the National Labor Relations
alleged affiliation with the Com- Bunche was some king of a fel- lin, and what he thinks
of Stalin
until the 1955-56 court term which Law should take precedence.
munist party, and his reported low," and finally Johnson was dis- now, the witness replied:
ended last week.
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friendly attitude toward Stalin charged from the FBI. "He
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and the Soviet union.
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by
the
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off,
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calmly inliam 0: Douglas on questions gen- so-called "feather-bedding" jobs. ,
ion. I will not discuss Stalin, or the
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head of any other country with
•ty and the
garding his acquanintance with a , When the singer was question- you."
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"We feel that all churches number of people who were re- ed on statements he is supposed
Among the decisions opposed by
Justices Stanley Reed. Harold ; a total of 8105 to help reinstate
THURS. FRI., SAT., lune 28, 29. 30
Pointing an accusing finger an
should give their members and ported to be members of the Com- to have made regarding his treat- grily at
this group were:
Burton and Sherman Minton are
the
counsel
and
committee
the NAACP in Louisiana.
—RIG THRILL SHOW—
parishioners an opportunity to munist party.
ment in Russia, Robeson admitted members, Robeson
1. An opinion declaring the court usually held to be the "conserve- !
. continued,
The churches and their dona- give and we should soon have HEARING RECESSED
that he had said that when he "You
Richard Dimming% - Lori Nelson
would not interfere in the case tive" members. They have been
responsible
f
But the hearing became more , was in that country he felt for
tions
thousands of dollars to help in
of a woman fired from Cutter Joined at times by John Marshall
than 60 million black people dyworuy
heated
as it progressed, and fin- the first time that he was really a,
cause."
,
this
Christian
Methodist
St.
Paul's
Harlan
Tom
and
Clark. Justice
Laboratories in California for alon slave ships and plantations
came
ally
to
a
head
when
spelled
"man"
Richard
capital
with
"M".
a
Collins also is a member of the I
leged Communist activity. The Felix Frankfurter occupies a mid- church, $26.75; St. John's Baptist
— no I will not discuss Stalin with
And 2nd F
Arens,
staff
director
and
counsel
He added: "I didn't feel t h e you. That is a question
dissenters said the opinion "sanc- dle ground but often leans to- church, $20; Cain Memorial AME local city council.
to be dis•
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for
Pressure
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Robe.
asked
that
in
I
feel
church,
View
Pleasant
$18.25;
Bap:
"conservative"
side.
Wards
the
tioned a flagrant violation of
cussed with friends
A Louisiana state court judge
"PHANTOM FROM
tist church, $15; Mt. Zion Baptist issued a temporary restraining or- son if he knew Benjamin Davis. committee."
g was •
Reed, Burton and Minton, for church, $15; Community Baptist
1000 LEAGUES"
Robeson
admitted
that he not
prohibiting
der
April
the
on
5
"Then
don't
why
you go back to dismissed in a flare of angry tern example dissented from the ma- church, $5, and St. Paul Church
only
anewDavis.
u
aDavis
NAACP from holding further meetRussia?"
snapped
committee pers, Robeson said: "I don't blame
jority in the sedition case of of God In Christ, $5,
MONEY SAVING COUPON!
ings in the state until it complies was a personal friend of his,
member Gordon Sherer of Ohio. you. I would dismiss this hear.
Steve Nelson, convicted under a
"Do
I
understand
are
that
you
This ad and one paid adult admission
'LOUISIANA DAY'
worked
with
which
a
requires
state
People
"Because
law
my
ing. I tvould dismiss this com- will admit two persons
state law forbidding sedition
lauding the patriotism of Davis,' !
to flie Rosemary
and died for this county — I have mittee permanently if I were you. Theatre Mon.. Tues., Wedstsday
The money was raised on "Lou- tiling a list of its membership. iniccted AttorneyArens.
against the federal government.
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American,
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a
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VOID AFTER June 28th.
ed to overrule the state court.
federal government can pass laws es.
stay here just like you," shouted selves."
Alabama also has banned the patriotic citizen," roared Robeof this type.
Said II. Holton Collins, a memson. "You are the men who are
C
7
C I .
•
rC
C
Reed, Minton and Clark were ber of one of the participating NAACP in the state.
un-patriotic — you are the Unthe dissenters against a decision
Americans, and you ought to be
holding that the president could
ashamed of yourselves," stormnot extend security firings to noned Robeson.
463
"I've had enough of this," shoutAbout 60 barrels of water or
"This
about
Walter.
all
is
ed
I
3,000 gallons circulate through
A
can take. Hearing is recessed."'
itsretti tit
1 the radiator of an automobile per
at
present
the
submen
four
The
hour when it is driven at 60
committee hearing immediately
miles an hour.
voted to recommend to the full
committee that Robeson he cited
A
for contempt of congress because
of his attitude which obstructed the
hearings, for an attack upon the,
committee, and for .z-le;:ring a U.
S. Senator.
A
EASTLAND SMEARED
was
"smearso-called
The
.
A
THE HOTPOINT BOYS — 7 N. THIRD
v.hen Robeson was questioned on
A
a statement attributed to him reA
garding Negroes taking up arms
against the Soviet Union.
The attorney read a newspaper
cliqing which quoted Robeson as
saying in a speech made in France
about 1099 that colored Americans
would not take up arms against
the Soviet Union.
"I still feel that way," said
Robeson. "It is unthinkable to me
that anybody will take up arms
in the name of "Eastland" against
esntitl
ercnlm
Russia.
that what this gov!*
needs
ds to do is to go down
in Mississippi and Alabama and
clean up that situation down!
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CROWNED KING and queen
at a dance given by Roosevelt university's craduating
class at the Covenant club
were Norval G. Perkins of
6347 Eberhart ave., and Miss
Gild& F. Rose el 31124 W. nu-

ron. Perkins, a sociology major, and Miss Rose, an education major, were among 270
students receiving degrees at
Roosevelt's 24th convocation
exercises. _

Robeson and the chairman had
clashed earlier in the hearing when
a witness asked if this was the!
Congressman Walter from Pennsylvania.
"You are the same Walter who
wants to keep decent people from I
foreign countries out of the United
States?" questioned Robeson, who,
is himself an attorney.
"All of your kind!" quipped Walter.
"You are right," snapped Robeson, "all of the darker people of
the West Indies Islands."
This reference was aimed at the
McCarran-Walter Immigarat i o n
act which limits the quota of
immigrants to this country from
the British possessions.
The counsel read testimony made
against Robeson
before
the
committee by Jackie Robison,
Thomas W. Young, editor of the
Norfolk Journal and Guide, and
Manning Johnson, an FBI inform; ant. 6666,6.— 6
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The Pulpit Speaks

Programming for the commonBy REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE
7:00—The Sheep's in the Meaity TV Station WKNO sched- dow: To foster apprec
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iation of am11111111111111111W
filed to go on the air June 25,1mals.
• will include something for every
By C. THOMAS PAIGE
things there have been men who
7:15—The Friendly Giant.
age and taste as a supplement to
President, Baptist Industrial
have been willing to pay the price
7:30—The Finder, for children
the viewer's formal education. 9 to 12, on exploration
and soar to the top of things. It
College Seminary
trips.
Segments planned for young chil- 8:00—Two Grand: Music
is through their efforts that we
Hernando, Miss.
for two
eren will be largely in the form pianos.
have been able to have a FrankTHIS IS A SCENE from the
"HAVE YOU EVER SEEN AN lin D. Roosevelt, Georg
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"
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thinking,
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A
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ed overnight. Men who have reach- tainties of life looking for
somea conversation. I was washing hope in spite of all the futulity, any cemetery this day and stand ed
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Renaissance, a program on Shakethe utmost heights have bus- thing that is not there. To me
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my car and he just could not un- despair and the like we see so by the grave of a successful man ied
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thems
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with
.
worki
ng by is one of the most tragic thingsab
derstand where I received so much evident in much of what goes on or woman and listen attentively,
classical and classical music. 1FRIDAY
the
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or life. Somewhere in life there is
energy. It only took a casual look about us.
you would hear a voice speakI 7:00—Mother
Nature's
Chil-1 6:00—Serenade.
I fully realize that this young
ing to you telling you that there is
dren, dealing with animals and, 7:00—Children's Corner: songs, FRANK HORYST, Jr., 18, son of at him to realize that he was a NO EASY WAY
somet
hing that makes a normal
. man can look back over life with
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APPEARING ON a recent program sponsored by the Big Star
Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South. the boys and girls
pictured above gave an excellent account of themselves. Each
Saturday morning the Big Star Talent show goes on the air at
11:30 over the powerful 30,900 watt HULA. If you have any talent
that can be presented on radio you are invited to contact WDIA
for an audition try-out. Big Star Food Stores are glad to give
boys and girls of the Mid-South this opportunity to show what
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they can do. The stars of tomnrow can
very well result from this
encouragement given to the youth of
today. First row left to right:
Barbara Tooles and Isaac Williams.
Second row left to right:
George Delk, (hell Delk, Nakomis
Johnson, L. C. Clark, Doris
J.
Brewer and Nathaniel Exum. Third
row left to right: Eunic
e Allen, J. C. Starks. Carolyn Norment,
Zinna Delk, Opal Green
and 011ie L. Gavin.

SERVICES for Alex Jordan, of
316 Baltic, were held Sunday, June
17 at 12:30 p.m. at the Columbus
Baptist church, with the church
minister, Rev. A. E. Campbell,
delivering the eulogy. Burial was
in Mt. Carmel cemetery,Sonthern Funeral Home in charge of
arrangements.

t

Yugoslays Invite
Clerk To Preach

I THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., lime 23. 1956

.

Slanio Klem, special envoy from If permission is given. the Amerthe Yugoslavian Baptist Union, ar-- ican Baptist leader will go directrived in Chicago this week with 1 ly to Yugoslavia.
an invitation for Dr. H. Jackson,
This is his second trip behind
pastor of Olivet Baptist church the Iron Curtain in a year.
Last
and president of the National Bap- year, he went with a delegat
ion
tist Convention USA, to conduct. of American clergy
men to Russia
a preaching tour in his country. where he preached in church
es
Aug. 6-14.
throughout the Soviet Union.
Acceptance of the bid is awaitJust recently. he Was host to
ing clearance from the State De- five Russian Baptist leaders
who
partment, Dr. Jacksott said. Thc are winding up a two months
tour
offer was first extended last year of America
in London while Dr. Jackson was
attending the Baptist World Alliance by the secretary of the union.
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the 29 N. C. llutual Insurance
site presidetWassot•iate aviaStricklin, CA. Greensboro; P.
tation.
company field representatives
ry director. l'uom left in front
II. Lsnch, C‘, Greenville; L.
Dr. Jackson announced that he
who reeeised certificates of
row are: Marco A. (loan,
R. Frasier, agency secretary.
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Rev. Paul Spottswood. who is to mt•et the issues of life
in our going Bishop and Chairman of th t
Moyne college and taught in the also president of Walters
lush- :day . . . .We must have spiritual Trustee Board, Rt, Rev. Stephe .
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oil.
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t addrt•ss at challenging.
er. presiding elder of the Mem
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Services
Held For
Mrs. White

JohnsonMernorialGrads
Hear Rev. Spottswood

Gwendolyn Ridgley Wins In Church Baby Contest :charge
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Harkins Elected 'Governor' Of
•Boys' State Held In Nashville

INEIMM

Bridegroom,93, And
New Bride,81, Both
Outlived 3 Mates

'SPECIAL PURCHASE"
FREE NYLONS

With purchase of 2 pair and copy of ad

FAMOUS
PARK AVENUE

!'4'
'4"

• NYLONS
* Full Fashioned
* 51 gauge, 15 denier
* Reg. $1.00 Sellers.
SPECIAL

PURCHASE OF
THESE SLIGHT RR.
NYLONS PERMITS US
TO SELL THEM Al .

OUR EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER!
Buy 2 pair of these Reg. $1.00 nylons at our sale price
of 79c each and get a 3rd pair absolutely free with a
copy of this AD.
HOSIERY DEPT. MAIN FLOOR - LIMITED OFFER.
Shop With Giants' Credit Coupons

•

ALA Elects
D. C. Librarian

Injured Washington
Woman Has $4,300
Tucked In Girdle

WASHINGTON, D. C. —(ANP1
—An injured woman, who was unable to tell police what happened
to her last week, was found lying
almost unconscious on the street
MIAMI BEACH — (INS) —Lu- with $4,300 tucked away in her
cite M. Morsch, deputy chief ass girdle.
sistant librarian of the Library of
Mrs. Annie Thomas, according

to police, had apparently' fallen
and fractured her skull.

Make YOUR
Bourbon

W.T.GRANT CO.-Main at Gayoso STILLBROOK
COMPLETELY

AIR CONDITIONED

and Save...Save...Save
Top Value Stamps Are Redeemable At Top Value Redem
ption
Stores Anywhere in the United States.

At Casualty hospital, where her
condition was described as critical, it was found that she had 38
$100 bills and 10 850 bills in her
girdle. The hospital notified the
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Bacon slOo:e1st Cuts lb. 29` Sausage Certif
Pure
3s
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,
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DILL
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JAR

Cherries ReKdre;aerrt Pitted 2C3a0n3s29` Apricots Avondale 0 No.Cans303 ifigc
UV
o
300 A d+c
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Asparagus Bush Cut L Cans't3 Corn Meal Qualit
'
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y
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UU
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CANTALOUPE WGRSOTVEIRN" 29c
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EAC
Fancy Fresh

the week-long conference

4

lb.

Police said her husband is a
Pullman porter.
Congress in Washington, D. C., is
the new vice president and president-elect of the American Library
Association now holding its 75th
annual conference in Miami Beach.
Some 3,500 librariians from all
'parts of the U. S. are attending

I

moked Hams

'

•

77c

Top Value Foods
and Top Value Stamps
get

Artist Couple
End Tour Of
Good Will

Mrs. Gladys Butler, W. F. Buller,
Cornelius Jones, Dr, Raleigh Wilson, Clyde M. Leaghers, Bernard Chadwick.
BOYS ATTENDING
Boys' Staters were: William
NEW YORK — (ANP) — John
Carr of Adams; Willie G. Stokes,
1
By NIABEL B. CROOKS
Algood; Thomas Stokes, Alexan- Rhoden. the sculptor, and Mrs.
'experience, instruction in the sci-1 The campai
gns were spirited and
NASHVILLE — Robert Lee jence of politics,
and planned wor- the elections hard-fought. For in- dria; Robert Black, William Beau- Rhoden, a painter, have returned
Harkins, 17. state high school high ship and recreat
regard, Henry McNeal, Cecol Fer- from a trip through Africa. the
ion, including an :stance, Harkins, a one shoe
jump record holder anti Pearl inaugural ball,
highlguson, Bolivar; Earl Armstrong. Middle East and some of the South
are designed by the jumper who in Tennesse State's
High three-letter man, copped an- legion to increas
e the citizen's ef- second annual relays captured the 1Fred Grimes, George HowelIt, East countries.
other title last week when he rectiveness in his commun
Chattanooga; Joe Ewing. Law- 1 Rhoden and his wife, who has
ity as high school high jump record
at
was elected Volunteer Boys' State well as to discover
and develop 5 feet 10 inches, tied with Jessie rence Reed......Garfield Brewer. pride in her Indian ancestry and
governor.
Everenard Jones'. Henry Love, is the daughter of a judge in the
leadership.
Eilcox of Guthrie in the party
The 85 high school boys who
Vernon Gil am Robert Johnson state of Washington where she
Among the speakers heard dur- primary necessitating
a runoff
registered at Tennessee State ing the
week were ex-Gov. Jim . which pushed the state election Houston Ro inion, Charles Walk- was born, were on a U. S. State
university for a week of Boys';Nance McCord
, state conservation to 6 a.m. the next day. Then liar- er, James E. Brown, Sampson Department visiting artists tour.
State activities sponsored for the commissioner; Hon.
Trice. Jimmie Wynn, James C. On this particular phase of thew
Jared Mad- kins met stiff competition from
last four years by the American dox, Tenness
ee's lieutenant gayer- : Sam Walker of Memphis for the Dowlen, Clarksville; Henry travelling, they visited . Egypt,
Legion, rolled up the largest at- nor; Judge Beverl
Porter, Charles Wade, Kinnar'
d Sudan. Konya, Uganda, Tanganyy Briley of the 'governor's seat. Evander Ford of
lendance yet, according to Dr. S. Davidson County
Bryant, Robert .lennings, Gerald ika, Northern and Southern RhoCourt; Atty. C. Memphis was elected supreme
0. Bryant of the university's poProwell, James Anderson, Thomas desia and other East Africa areas
Ennix. Nashville Board of Edo- court justice; Trice S a
nggs o n,:Webster, Robert Jones. Robert
litical science faculty, who has 'cation membe
Og- as well as Iceland. the Scandinar; Drs. H. H. Wal- Clarksville and Robert Jones, Co- ilvie,
1
directed the legion project each ker, Nashvil
Columbia; Anderson Year- I vian and European countries.
le, and W. E. Pan- lumbia. justices. Public , service
1 gins, Chapel Hill; Pant D. Jack-' They studied and fraternized
year. Eighteen boys came from
nen, Clarksville, American Legion commissioners elected weet_James
Memphis, thirteen from Clarks- represe
ntatives; W. R. Looney, 'Anderson, Columbia; Jessie Jen- lson, Cookeville; Finely Collins. , with artists in the various coun.Iessie Wilcox. Guthrie; Cornelius tries and served as ambassadors
while Nashville had 10 and Americ
an Legion department ad-lkins, Old Hickory; Joe Pettis, Mt. Asked,
•
John Davis, Jackson.
Columbia nine.
1 of good-will. Here in New York,
I jutant; President W. S. Davis of Pleasant.
Ural Campbell, Frederick Green, they are now settled in their
The experiment and training in the univers
ity; and Dr. C. M. The university's steering cornKnoxville; Henry Jarrett, A I v i n studio home at 285 Eighth ave.
statecraft under a two-party sys- Hill, Tennes
se State's arts and mittee for Boys' State. in addi- Starks.
tem with attendant campaigning 'sciences chairm
Everette
an.
i lion to Dr. S. 0. Bryant. included Majors, Lebano Hurd, George L. .11111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111011101111111111,
n; Alvin Crawford,
Leroy Hopson, Charles Howell.
Larry L. Turner, Sam Walker,
Robert Allen, Melvin Brown, Milton Langley, Charles
D. Moore,
Robert Jamison, Bennie Jenkin,,
Edgar and Robert Young, EvanPARKVILLE, Mich.-4 INS)
der Ford, Robert Frison, Joe Pe-—Samuel N. Sheppard and
Os. Allen Stiles, Marcellus Young.
Annie Miller were married
Mt. Pleasant; George Leathe
Sunday here, etch for the
rwood, Cleo Lewis, George Gugin, fourth time.
Robert Harkins, Jerry Plantt,'
The groom is 93. the new
Stanley Marshall, Prentice Nance, Mrs. Sheppard. 81. Both
outJames E. Cole, George Duo., lived their three former
James Upton, Nashville; Paul
mates.
Broomfield, Oak Grove; Jesse1
After the ceremony Annie
Jenkins, Old Hickory; Jessie
remarked,' "We would have
West, Orlando; James Bradley, gotten married sooner, but Sam
Rogersville;
Joseph
Norms:, wanted to get all his old bills
James Gardner, Johnny Norfleet. paid up first."
Billy Swann, Springfield;
•1111111111001111111111111111110111111111111111111111alnlilllIss
Johnson, Trenton.

Bell Peppers

Fresh Tender
Each

Fancy Early Red

Peaches_ Fresh

6 Field Peas

2 lb.. 29`

Arizona Seedless
lb

25` Grapefruit

2 fo,25c
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Vets Lay Down
Big Smokescreen

' DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have all over the world. I am a single
The paraplegic veterans of Hines down to confic ate
counterfeit .
been reading your column and woman, and very lonely. I
am 38 Veterans hospital puffed smoke stamped cigarettes.
would like help in making pen years of age, light brown
skin rings from fresh cigars delivered
The unstamped cigarettes were
pals. I am 25 years of age, 5 ft. 9 and my profession
dressis
inches tall; weigh 155 pounds, making and I am 5 ft. 5 inches Tuesday afternoon by Richard J. returned to the owners and the
counterfeit - stamped cigarettes
brown skin with a pleasing per- tall. I will answer all letters so Lyons, director of revenue.
sonality. I would like to meet a please write soon. Maude Robin- Two cases of cigars were seized were confiscated along with the
young lady between the ages of son, 53 Asquith st., Jonestown, P. in a raid on 103rd st., a year and cigars. The counterfeiters never
a half ago. They were part of a claimed ownership of either the
18-30 and weigh not more than 0. Jamaica, B. W. I.
highjack Idot and were in the cigarettes or cigars.
140 lbs. I will answer all letters
•• •
building on 103rd st., when the
Recently Lyons received 1,750
and exchange photos. Bill Hol- Dear
Chante:
Mine.
Depertment of Revenue cracked fresh cigars replacing the stale
lins, 518 Gilbert ave., Terre Haute, I am hoping
that through your
ones from the manufacturers (El
Ind.
columns, I might meet a nice,
•••
Producto). He then contacted Harquiet, respectable, christian man.
ry Poole, manager of Hines VetDEAR MME. CHANTE: I do I am 46 years
of age, 5 ft. 6 incherans hospital and together with
enjoy your column and hope you es tall and weigh 185
pounds. My
Andrew Fasseas, assistant direccan help me. I have a fairly good complexion is brown and I am
tor of revenue, arranged to go out
education and I am very ambitious of the christian faith and would
BATON ROUGE, La. — (AN'P.) to the hospital and present the
I do not drink or smoke and would like to correspond with men from
enjoy hearing from a nice clean 50 to 65. I will answer all letters — A five-bill program designed fresh cigars to the veterans.
Others accompanying. Lyons
cut man, who wants something out and exchange photos. Mrs. Cas- to weave a protecti
ve web around were Jim
Ringley, past departof life. If he is willing to start sie Woods, 1119 Robinson St.,
segregation was voted final pas- ment
commander of the Amerijust with his muscles it's o. k. Danville, Ill.
sage last week by the Louisiana can Legion; Milton
I am 5 ft. 5 inches tall, red
Applebaum,
••
hair
Senate without debate or opposi- commander of the Cook County
and hazel eyes, my complexion is
Dear Mme. Chante:
Council of the American Legion,
fair and I weigh 110 lbs. Please
I have read your column, and tion.
send photo in first letter and
Joining five other Southern and T. L. Carney, supervisor of
I see where you have helped so
the liquor and cigarette division
will do the same. Miss
Lester many lonseome people and hope states in adopting interposition,
of the Department of Revenue and
Flemming, 719 Mt. Vernon ave., that you can help me.
I am a the legislature quickly passed a
past second district commander of
Columbus, Ohio.
resoluti
on
which
lady
declared
of
61
years
the
of
U.
age, nice
• ••
looking and intelligent. I would S. Supreme Court segregation rul- the American Legion.
DEAR 71 IlE. CHANTE: I am a like to meet a nice gentlem
Upon leaving the hospital these
an ing unconstitutional.
very lonely woman, and would between the ages of 65
officials turned and saw the smil- GETTING THEIR LIGHTS
and 75
like to hear from some pen pals. years of age. One who will appre- Cleveland is the name of 21 ing faces
of hundreds of veterans from Milton Applebaum, coins
I am 33 years of age, 5 ft. 2
inch- ciate a good home and family municipalities in the U. S.
puffing away on the cigars.
mander of the Cook County
es tall, and weigh 125 lbs. I would I have a nice, modern
seven room
like to hear from some one be- exchange photos.
Mrs. Margaret
tween the ages of 30 to late 40's, M. Ewing, 4551 S. Wabash
ave.,
one who is honest, not a heavy apt. I will answer all letters and
drinker and likes to attend church Chicago 15, Ill
and enjoys the better things in
•••
Life. I will answer all letters
and
DEAR MME. CHANTE: / am
Dr. Peter Marshall Murray,
exchange photos. Miss Lou
Fields,
1815 John st., Fort Wayne 5, Ind. a Jamaican and would like to past preident of the New York
correspond with pals in the U. County
• ••
Medical Society, and a
S. A. I will exchange photos, delegate to
the American MediDEAR
MME. CHANTE: You ideas and all letters will be ana
cal Association convention meethave aided many who read your
swered. I am a nurse
at the ing in Chicago, told a
column and I'm sure you can do
press conthe same for me. I am 34 years address given. Please write soon. ference at the Morrison hotel this
am
30 years of age. — Olga week that the solution
of age, dark brown skin, weigh I
to the critCampbell, Child Welfare Assn., 11
/
2 ical hospital problem for Negroes
140 lbs., and 5 ft, 6 inches tall. I
West Race Course. Kingston, P. is first to overcom
e the objecthave a good job and a nice apart0., Jamaica, B. W. I.
tion of white doctors to Negroes
ment. My occupation is composAe • a,
joining the staff and secondly, to
ing and arranging music. I would
DEAR MME. CHANTE: V o ii place more Negroes as resident
like to correspond with a serious
minded young lady between the have helped so many others I internes in mixed hospitals.
ages of 18 - 36. I would like for her hope you can help me. I am 33 The famed gynecologist said the
to be attractive and not weigh years old. 6 ft. 3 inches tall and key to hospital staff integation is
over 140 lbs. I will answer all weigh 213 pounds. I would like to with the white doctors on the staff,
correspond with pen pals espec- more so than the boards which
letters and exchange photos. R. E.
ially those that live around New are sensitive to budgets and the
Bivens, 4749 S. Ingleside, ChicaYork
City.
Albert
Johnson reaction of the staff.
go 15, 111.
2778 Schley ave., Bronx 65, N. Y. 'i.Eiz.ery Negro doctor who gets
•••
* *
a 'job on a white staff of a hosDEAR FELLOW EX-GIs: I,
DEAR
MME.
CHANTE: I am pital has been boosted for his post
your former Red Cross Club Dilonely and would like to 'corres- by a white doctor on the staff."
rector,
stationed
in Corsica,
France and Italy during World pond with pen pals. I am 38 years Dr. Murray declared. ''The polWar Two, and in Schwanawied, of age, weigh 195 pounds and 5 icy which keeps a majority of
near Bremen Germany during the feet 11 inches tall. I have never Negro doctors from being on staffs
been married. I would like to meet of private hospitals is dangerous,
post-war occupation in Germany,
would like to hear from each of a nice attractive lady who does because this means that the Nenot drink, dance or chase around. gro doctor is more prone to keep
you. Please write to me and tell
I prefer a girl about 5 ft. tall his patient at home longer, beme what you are doing, about your
and not too large. I
will
ex- fore sending him to the hospital.
families, and what has happened
change photos and answer all
"It is possible to turn out exto you during these 13 years since
MARSHALL
given by the Committee To
mail. — Lane Perryman, Box cellent Negro doctors from the DR. PETER
you left overseas. I am still the
MURRAY (3rd from left), faEnd Discrimination in Medi183, Chicago, Ill.
schools
medical
best
counin
the
same old lady that tried to mothmed
physicia
York
who
New
•
n
at the Morrison hotel,
cine
then
try
and
have them waste
er you when you were that far
is a delegate to the American
Tuesday. Left to right, Dr.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would their talents and decline into mere
from home. Remember? Alice B.
Medical Association ConvenQuentin Young, Mrs. Joyce
like to correspond with pen pals 'pill dispensers' by denying them
Shaw, 512 W. 143rd
tion meeting in Chicago, was
st., New between the ages of 25 and 3$. the privileges of continually learnVerri, Dr. Murray and Dr. AlYork, N. Y.
the guest at a cocktail party
I am 41 years old and would like ing and advancing because of
•••
a wife who would consider liv- bias. In New York City only about
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would ing in New Jersey. I have a nice
like to meet a nice gentleman who job and would prove to be a one thircl of the voluntary hospitals have integrated staffs," Dr.
is interested in marriage and a good husband. Please write soon,
Murray said.
good home. I am 5 ft. 7 inches I will answer all letters and exDr. Murray said that about 10 NEW YORK, N. Y. — President Harriman, Sen. Estes Kefauve
tall, weigh 150 lbs., and 39 years change photos. Dan Whetter, B423,
r
percent of his private patients are Eisenho
wer and the leading candi- and Adlai Stevenson, charging the
of age, and light complexion. I Atlantic City, N. J.
white. He is serving his sixth term
civil rights issue has become "too
5.• •
have two children and own my
as a delegate to the AMA and dates for the Democratic presimuch a matter of partisan poliown home. I am a school teacher, DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am was just re-electe
were urged
d to a new two- dential nomination
tics." It asserted that the delays
but right now I am unemployed. a widower and very lonely. I am year term..
this week to take "direct and vigin adopting the program "demonI am a devorced woman looking 57 years old and looking for a
orous" action to influence Confor happiness. I will answer all let- companion. I would like to corre- About two-fifth
s of the foreign gress to pass to civil rights pro- strate the urgency of the situation
and show the need to use your
ters and exchange photos. Lo- spond with pen pals between the born residents of the
United gram now stalled in Congresgood offices, as a leader of your
rene T. Buckner, 105 South Gov- ages of 35 and 40. I will exhange States live in New
York, Penn- sional committees.
party and a responsible candidate
ernor st., Evansville, Ind.
photos and answer all letters. — sylvania. Massachusetts and New
The American Civil Liberties for the Presidency, to see that
• * •
S. Stewart. 1625 Krom ave., Kala- Jersey. Other centers
are Ohio, Union addressed an open letter
to this civil rights program is
DEAR MME. CHANTE: During mazoo, Mich.
Michigan. Illinois.
the White House, Gov. Averill passed."
the time that I was in the United
States I was an avid reader of
your newspaper. At present, I am
WELL WELL,YOU
serving an overseas tour of duty
BOYS LOOK Lk •OU
with the US Air Force. It is my
vAn• A -1ou6N GAME
desire to correspond with an unmarried young lady with a small
child or any other lonely individual. I will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Paul Craig,
A-2C, AF 17319074, 7th Radio Relay Squadron, APO 16 New York,
N.Y.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: Hearing of your ability to find pen pals
for lonely people. I am writing
you in hopes that you can help
me. I am a dark Jamaican with
black hair. I would like to make
friends with people between thc
ages of 35 to 40. I am 5 ft. 4 inches
tall and I will answer all letters
exchange
and
photos.
Josephine Sullivan, 8th Sixth st., Jones
Town P. 0. Jamaica, B. W. I.
•• •
. NE CAN'T CATC4 Awi"MING!?
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
middle-age, tall, grey eyes, greying hair and light complexioned:
I have a good education and am
7
a public relations and advertising
man. At this time am recuper,
ating from an illness and am very
lonely. I would like to correspond
with both sexes near my own age.
All pen pal letters are welcome
regardless of race, color or creed,
but would especially like to hear
from those who are likewise unprejudiced, and who are interested in music, literature, costume
and art. I promise to answer all
letters promptly, but please do not
write if you are a proponent of intolerance, bigotry and racial bias.
E. E. Kanouse, R. R. 4, Shelbyville, Ind.

La. Senate Vote
Protects Bias

Council of the American Legion; Harry Poole, manager,
Hines hospital and Richard J.

Lyons, director of revenue,
are paraplegic veterans Wit.

ham Frank, William McGee
and James London,

Says Staff Can End Hospital Bias

ACLU Asks Ike Act On 'Rights'

DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
like to corresond with pea pals

:71

fred B. Stein. To publicize the
drive to get Negro doctors in
Chicago fully integrated on all
hospital staffs, the Committee
held a banquet, Friday at the
Morrison hotel.

FORGIVENESS
able to suggest a change fore
Forgiveness works like magic both of them. But, in your case,
in the life of man. It magnifies I definitely feel
that y o
the good in every aspect of his should continue to spend your
life. Forgiveness quickens our vacations together. It should not
.
spiritual faculties, enables us to be so hard to find a place
that
see good everywhere, to recog- will offer that which the
chilnize God in all things. It enables dren would like as well as
you
us to look through appearances of and your husband. What ever
evil and see the good that is in you do, don't break up this wonthem.
derful opportunity to enjoy your
The attitude of forgiveness must family and have fun together.
be sincere if it is to be effective.
*
1,
It never fails to bring harmony
R. W. Will I find steady emout of chaos. It not only brings ploymen
t soon?
peace and joy into the lives of
ANS. A careful analysis of your
individuals, but when enough of
us express it, it will bring peace question indicates the fact that
and happiness into all the world. you have been without work for
quite sometime. Perhaps it would
•••
Dear Prof. Herman: After read- be wise to go elsewhere to find
ing your column last week re- work, in your same surround.
commending a separate
vaca- ings it will be hard, but in a
tion for U. L. C., I have been pon- larger city, you will stand a
•
dering about our particular prob- much better chance. By all
lem. We wish to take our va- means think' this over.
cation together as we have always
done . • . including the children.
We just can't seem to decide upon
the right place, and so I am wondering if we should make different
MOUNDS, Ill. — (ANP) —At
arrangements this year. D. I.
110-years-old, Mrs. Vina Gates. a
ANS. In regards to the an. former slave
said last week that
swer given to U. L. C., in their she was the "oldest
woman in the
particular case it seemed advis. state of Illinois."

Ex-Slave Says She's
Oldest In Illinois

A.B.C.
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"The South'e Indeemident

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

by Not D. Williams

Hass Office, 236 South Wellington — Phone 8-8397
MENTAL SICKNSS
or sicker than the physically ill.
There should be quite an awak- For it's a matter of record that
ening in Tennessee concerning the so many of us know so little
about the symptoms and causes
causes, extent, and treatment of
of mental illness that too often the
Supscriptioa rotas: Out yam $6; Ws months, $3 SO. 12year special subscriptiou rats, $IOl
mental diseases.
victims are left to suffer and die
Th. Tri-Ststa Defender Dow Net Take ResponsIbilits Mr Unsolicited Manuscript*
This should develop because of without a modicum of understand•
or Photos.
the demonstrated interest in the ing or sympathy, much less treat•
PubUAW Every Thursday by His Tri-Stor• Defindor Publishing Co, Entitled me $icwid
situation of Gov. Frank Clement's ment.
Administration. The Governor has
In the first place, we need to
Class Matter at the Mampek Pod OfVcir March 20. 1952, Under Act et Mardi 2. 1179.
announced a strong program to change our attitudes about men.
take care of this baffling malady. tal illness. It's no more disgraceHe has already started the ball ful to be mentally sick than it is
rolling with the collection of facts to be physically sick, And, ii more
•
and the launching of programs to of us know how prevalent a n d
do something about these grave widespread mental illness is. . .
and distressing illnesses.
on all levels of society.
.we
Too many of us know too little would jump to attention With moneven about the names, much less ey and organization and effort.
Most of us don't reall!' know
the symptoms of mental deficiency. We content ourselves with de- when a person is feebleminded...
scribing the less violent eases as except in a half joking sense. Such
"off," "peculiar." "funny," or words as psychotic, pathogenic,
Hardly had the surgeons taken the last Now, despite the
We get downright scared psychopathic, encephalitic, a n d
stitch in the abdominal opening of Dwight and the doctors' chorus that he can run "goofy."
in
the
reports
presence
of the violent in- the like are, it is true, mostly
that
he
is
physicDavid Eisenhower, then, like a director ally able to do
so. nobody knows better than sane and call the police. We shy confined to the vocabularies of the
waving his baton for the opening bars of Mr.
Eisenhower himself the real nature of out of the way of the "wine psychiatrist and psychologist. But
the "Overture of 1812," did the press of the his physical
drunk." We get disgusted when old more public school teachers need
well-being.
country release a collective symphony with
folk begin to lose their memories to know their meaning. More pubAnd if within his own heart, he secretly and
start straying away from lic oficials need to know their
plenty of choral background on the theme knows that at
65,
with
two
major
illnesses
home
and getting lost. We hide meaning. More policemen need to
"Ike can run."
within 10 months time, he is not the man our handicapped
children in know their meaning. More parColumnist Robert Spivack writing from he once was, then
the politicians and the shame. And breathe a sigh of re- ents and preachers need to know
Washington reports that the new "official master minds
lief when we can persuade some their meaning.
line" of the GOP strategists is that "the in power that who are so desperate to stay local agency
The maladies they are meant to
to "put away" some
they would force him to run
operation was really a blessing in disguise. anyway, ought to,
designate are too widespread and
member
of
the
family
who
starts
for the sake of the
It will probably lengthen his life expect- American
serious or us not to know. The
actiqg like his "wig is gone."
people. reconsider.
ancy. .."The Republicans were determined
But it'S high time that all class- public needs informing about menbefore and apparently again to make this we This country_as in a bad way indeed. if es of citizens concern themselves tal diseases and at least their
have so depleted the stock of presiden- seriously about
names and symptoms, just as
man lay down his life in their service."
mental sickness in most
tial possibilities that it becomes necessary th e community.
of
The tensions of culosis, us can recognize Tuber•
All of which serves to remind us that to force
syphilis, measles, typhoid
a
sick
the
man
to
times,
run.
That
advancing
goes for
scientific fever, and other common
the job of being President of the United both
laladies.
sides
knowledge,
of
the aisle.
increased general inStates is the most taxing and brutally exWe think that every candidate for nom- formation, make it almost crimin- For believe lit or not, in a n y
pendable one in the world; yet beneath the ination
forms of mental illness are just
for the presidency and the vice- al when the responsible elmnents as common and frequent
breast of every politician beats the hope,
in their
of
the
community fail to take a
presidency ought to be willing to submit
however faint, that he can one day be Pres- to a
close and serious look at the sit- occurence as the so-called chilthorough examination by an impartial
dren's diseases can he a frightenident of the United States.
board of medical experts. The American uation.
ing sources of mental illnesses laShortly After hi's recovery from the people
The mentally ill are just as sick ter.
are entitled to know that
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE, Publisher
• L. ALEX WlLSON, Generat Mgr.
MOSES .1 NEWSOM, Act n9 MonagIng Editor
• ARETTA J. POLK, Circulation Manager
EVANS L CLEmEN1, Advertising Manager

Our Opinions

To Run Or Not To Run?

heart attack, the President told a news conference that if and when he felt that
he
would not be physically able to either run
or to continue in office, the moment
he
reached that decision, he would step
down.

the man
%vho heads the ship of state is
physically
fit and not in danger of falling at the
so that the conduct of the nation's helm
affairs
is not left to drift hopelessly and
uncertainly.
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Wisdom,A Pearl Of Great Price,
Has Someti mes Been A Black Pearl
Great sayings by great people helped into carriages.
South Carolina, Richard M. C
are often worth recalling. And
The white women on the plat- said, "1 do not ask any legisla
not all the words of wisdom in form and in the audience were for the colored people of this c
this world were uttered by whites, shamed and confused, mid too try that is not applied to w
as our school books might some- sity to effectively answer the men.. people. All that we ask is et
times lead us to believe. Negroes Whereupon the tall dark woman laws, equal legislation
and et
have been talking and writing for rose from her pew and came for- rights throughout the length .
centuries, too, and some of the ward. !talked the male speakers breadth of this land. We do
things they have said have been dead in the eyes, and said, -No- come here begging for
our
wise indeed, even though t Ii e y body ever helped me into carriag- We come here clothed in rit:
the I
have not been as widely dispers- es, or over mud puddles, or give of American citizenship. We c
ed in print and by public instruc- me any best place. Ain't I a wom- demanding our rights in the n
tion as have the words of oth- an? Look at me! Look at my of justice, equity, and law, in
ers. For that reason I repeat here arm! I have plowed and planted name of our children, in the n;
what some of us said.
and gathered into barns, and no of our country."
For example, being far ahead man could head me. And ain't I In a
speech at Saratoga,:
of his time, almost fifty years a woman? I could work as much
York, in 1876, John M. Lang:
before the 19th Amendment to the and cat as much as a man—
who later became a Represents
Constitution gave women the when I could get it — and beat the
from Virginia in Congress, '
franchise, Frederick Douglass lash as well — and ain't I a womthis to say to the Negro people
said, "I would give women a an? 1 has had five chiUun and cerning the use of the
hallo'
vote, give her a motive to quali- seen 'em most all sold off into words which are still pertinare
fy herself to vote, precisely as I slavery, and when I cried out with day,"Perhaps never in
the his
insisted upon giving the colored a mother's grief, none but Jesus of our country was there a I
man the right to vote; in order heared — and ain't I a woman? when the duty of the An
that she shall have the same mo- They talks about this thing in can voter to consider
well
tives for making herself a useful the head — intellect. What's that wisely what vote to cast, •
citizen as those in force in the got to do with women's rights? party to bring to power
and
case of other citizens. In a word. If my cup won't hold but a pint port in power, was so imr
I have never yet been able to find and yourn holds a quart, wouldn't tive. In discharging our chit'
one consideration, one argument, ye men be mean not to let me this regard, while we are fear
or suggestion in favor of man's have my little half-measure full? we should be impartial and
right to participate in civil gov- If the first woman God made was Let us not make haste to
ernment which did not equally ap- strong enough to turn the world demn unduly, not to accept •
ply to the right of women."
upside down all alone, I guess all out wise discrimination the el:
Even before Douglass spoke on women together ought to be able of any candidate or party. We
this subject, the great Negro wom- to turn it back and get it right called upon as intelligent and c
an Sojourner Truth, runaway slave side up again. And now that they est, patriotic and devoted citiz
who became-a-- famous abolition is asking to do it, the mens bet- to determine, each for
him
worker for the freedom of others, ter let 'em."
how votes given for the Demo(
also spoke often for the suffrage • When freedom came and for a ic or Republichn party,
will I
of women. At the National Wom- brief while the Southern Negro to sustain the dignity and pt
an's Suffrage Convention in Ak- bad the vote — that is, the of the Government and cons(
ron, Ohio, in 1852, quietly sitting men 7 between 1865 and 1897, our free institutions under the
in a pew because, being black, twenty-two Negroes, including two stitution. Each of us is held
she was not asked to sit on the Senators from Mississippi, served sponsible for his own eonscie
platform, Sojourner Truth listened in Congress. They made in the posterity and God for the wis('
to the male speakers denounce the course of their serving, some ex- or folly displayed in exerci
women for wanting the vote, say- cellent speeches on all phases of our suffrage—the most secret'
ing that they were the weaker sex raCe relations. Concerning Civil it is the most valuable right W
— in fact so weak they had to be Rights, the Congressman from we possess on American soil.-

One of t h e greatest crises in
her beau since high school days.
her life was confronting Mary
But with her parents and colJohnson, a stenographer who ored friends
showing up for the
Seeds Of The Kremlin
the concentration of all the wealth politicians
was working for a degree in cominencement activities
is bad and it is
she
Dear Editor: Ate there not in the hands of a few Russian erous .. .D. W. Eakins, dank. business administration at a
knew she would be unmasked
Chicago.
strong indications that the London
private college in the large city
and feared that she would be
disarmament discussions are bewhere she lived.
despised by those with whom
‘wit
ing used by the Kremlin to hinder
For four years she had been
she had been such %arm friends
West German rearming and deep• carrying on what at first had
•
over the years.
en the sleep of the West?
been an innocent deception as
Rather than run this risk, she
to her race. Now with graduaWith all my heart I wish that
decided it would be best if she
tion, approaching she was about
half the time and money and pub-.
bared her soul to her classto be exposed,
licity that are being lavished on
mates, admitted that she was a
this exploration were being devotHer father, who was sery
Negro before any embarrassing
ed to what has been wisely termproud of her, was unmistaksituations dev eloped.
ed "the first problem of Western
ably a Negro. Her mother who
She decided to make her conSurvival and growth are two sions and three
diplomacy" — to close Western
wars have put could have passed for white fession at
the last meeting of
problems which tax the mind-body the American people under great easier than her daughter, had
ranks.
the class that preceded comThe uncontrollable alarm of our energy-system of man in his
a
tension.
strong
racial
Now
added
loyalty
to these tenand
humencement
NATO partners over the disuni- man
sions world unrest and our racial would not have approved the hearsed how week. She had rerelations.
she was going to
ty of NATO and the danger of
In human relations, there are social financial factional and Pa', deception carried on by Mary.
do it. It was going to be dramaits present predominantly miliIt
all
litical
began
tensions
when
decided
you
she
have
upon the
tic.
tary policy has been breaking out many situations which are of both mind-body energy-system
of all of that if she had a college deShe was going to stand up and
of diplomatic shackles in the a physical and psychological na- us.
gree she could look forward to
get the attention of the presistatements of President Gronciti ture. The fight for survival and
brighter
a
The
in
future
energy
the
offices
of
-system
of
man is
dent. 'Then she was going to
of Italy and Foreign Minister Pi- the fight for growth cannot be like a balloon. It will
not stand the mail order house where she
thank all of her classmates for
neau of Fame Chancellor Aden- equal, one must supercede the but so much pressure.
employed.
There is was
having been so nice to her, for
auer recently asked in strong other. If man fights for the sur- a limit beyond which one
After
enrolling,
cannot
she
noticed
having taken her into their lives.
terms for implementation of Ar- vival of anything, he cannot at pump air into a balloon. Failure she
was the only Negro in her
She was going to commend
ticle II. Now, startlingly, Ice- ihe same time and with the _same to obey this law
results into a class but thought nothing of it
them for their exhibition of
land's parliament is asking for power explore, think, plan, exper- burst.
until a casual friend and classdemocracy, and she was going
the withdrawal of NAV° troops. iment create in order to improve. The integration squabble
mate with whom she had talked
in
to conclude by saying:
Where is the leader who in
There is in short a basic con- America is building up a tension. suggested
a double date assum1952 was declaring: "Unity of free trast in man's energy-system be- This tension is blowing
'From the way I've been
up a great ing that Mary was white.
nations is our only hope for 'sur- tween the thinking which puts balloon of unhealthy human relatreated one would never think
From that time on Mary kept
vival." "Aside from their im- something in the man's blood and tions in some
places. Due to the up the deception which, at that I am a little different
mediately available and dispos- thinking which puts something in activities of the
from the rest of you, that I am
crackpots die- times, necessitated her making
able military force, the only at- his head. To have a robust mind hards and designing
a Negro. I am glad that the difpoliticians some intricate and involved artribute in which the Soviets have a is much more profitable to man and kindling up
heat that may rangements. But the school was ference in the pigmentation of
temporary advantage over us is than having a robust body.
my skin has meant nothing to
puncture the balloon at any time
in their unity . • . What we must
you. I shall remember you all
Defensive thinking creates fear if there is not created another located in a section of the city
where
few
Negroes
lived, and
do is to produce throughout our and fear so pin-points one's mind approach to the
—everyone of you — so long
problems involv- the other Negroes she encountcountries the certainty that we that he is unable to take in what
as I live."
edered there didn't know her.
can voluntarily build a unity that enriches his experiences. For one If
She knew this would stun
those who are against inteShe was invited to join a sor- them, but she believed their
will win and secure the peace."
to move out of his defensiveness gration would resign themselves
ority, attended lots of parties
Today the Kremlin's well-sown into appreciation and interested
reaction would be favorable to
to the fact that it is here if and
even rented a parlor in a
seeds to break up NATO are exploration the situations must be
her.
those
who
are for it exercise Some downtown hotel to give
sprouting stoutly under the sunny re-structured there must be a
one of
But she never made the
practice if the agitators quit talkskies of summit talks and dis- change from the fear-inspiring enher own at which she was the
speech. One day she got a leting
about
it
politicians
if
the
quit
armament discussions. What is vironment into one that is cononly Negro.
ter from the editor of the classusing it for political advantages
It had been challenging, darbeing done to stop this, by the fidence — inspiring.
book, asking her to doubleif
newspapers
the
quit writing ing and
man who, speaking of the unity
a lot of fun. She had
check an item. It read:
everybody
BASIC
about
PRINCIPLES
it
would
soon
revealed her secret to none of
of free nations, said, "When your
"One of the most popular
The basic principles in our hu- forget to disagree about it beself preservation demands the
her Negro friends, not even the
members of our class was it's
cause
success
would
they
living
too
man
in
be
busy
together
accomplishment of a job there is
young Negro man who bad been
only Negro, Mary Johnson...."
ility to change, working together for the progress
nothing that is impossible. You peacefullyis
protection
and
1.11111111111111111111111111
of
America
111111M1111181111111111ifill
resomethi
to
erent
attlintmtat11111111111111111
what
than
we
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111C
don't sive up when your life is at
have
the present human rela- alize the difference in the color
stake."
In these days that are terrify- ti°n situations in America must of Americans for the only colors
The late Lucius Harper, a vet- Hardy, and he joins the Senators abled Harry Truman to 'pill
lag to those vidnislank them in the c° e. The pattern must be chang- that would interest them would
Defender editor, used to tell and sparks them to a fabulous miracle in 1948 and overcome
eran
blue
the
and
white
in
red,
the
be
tensional
the
from
into
one
face, there is a resolution crying
a story about a salty guy who, pennant victory. In short, he went defection of the Dixiecrats •
up at the Senate Committee on that is non-tensional. Two depres- flag of the USA.
upon learning of the hospitaliza- to hell for the team he loved.
the lukewarm backing of s4
Foreign Relations which would
tion of a friend, commented as Partisanship in politics, of Northern Democrats. T h e Si
provide for an Atlantic Explora
follows: 'I hope it is nothing fri- course, is something else. In the crowd switched to EisenhoWei
tory Convention to discuss way,
t Vial."
play "Damn Yankees" our hero 1952. That crowd, incidentally.
means
political,
economic
—
and
Last week as the news of Pres- has no great personal ambitions eludes many working class pet
and cultural as well as military— SONGS OF THE FREE
It if weren't for a warn heart
ident Eisenhower's illness hit the but he is motivated by his fierce who are claimed by the De
to pull together the bursting
to love
—press wires, there were many loyalty and love for the hometown _crats.
Today I have followed a Path
NATO
and keep NATO to the Dream World. Today I have What could we feel?
seams of
politicians who, despite all the team. Those Yankees give
him
together against the Kremlin's been renewing my acquaintance So we go on—
public protestations of sympathy something to hate also which is The big problem for our m;
znountingly successful economic- with person,3 I have known and A little sad
and sorrow, secretly hoped that very helpful in keeping the spirits parties, of course, is to fasl
political attack.
a program and put up a oa
admired for many years. They Then a little glad
it was "nothing trivial."
up.
Why is this resolution not pass- are my Fellow Pilgrims in Poetry But always building a castle in
date that will rttract the majo
It may sound like sacrilege to
Politicians,
however, are in- of the voters. President Ro
the air.
ed, so that such an exploration World: They alone charm and cresay so but no other President in clined to be
a trifle more selfish velt who was one of the most
can be begun? Is the United ate for me a world of delight We love to see it dancing
history could afford so many polithan Joe Hardy.
States, like so many other coun- and joy contentment and peace. On silver strings
ticians so much pleasure by drop- both Republicans This goes for tractive candidates in hist
and pemocrats. sought valiantly to give his p:
tries, slipping into the pit of neu—
thrill
moonlight
rapturous
In
These
politicians,
of
ping dead.
Today I am sharing the poetry
If
they
office, they a program as Ike is now tr)
are
seeking
tralism which t h e Communist written
awhile
Just
for
course, figure that Ike. is unbeatfor me by a friend who
want to kick the rascals out and, to do with the Republicans.
have prepared for us? Are we asks about the Dream World. The For we know it will fall in oblivable as long as he is a live can- if they
are in office, they want to
hogtied by the superstitution that title of his Literary Art Creation
didate.
i'mt
In both instances, facti
keep
the
rascals out. The other
no action of importance can be is "If It Weren't For Dreams". Like a million dreams before
Partisanship sometimes robs the
within each party fight the li.
side,
in
any
and
dreams
every
case,
repweren't
for
if
But
it
Where
election
year?
taken in an
mind of balance and too much
The lines follow:
er's program although they .
Where would we be?
is our leadership in this peak cripartisanship becomes pure pre- resents the rascals.
"IF IT WEREN'T FOR
willing to ride on the coatails
••
sis? Those who postpone until afjudice. When prejudice takes over, The other fellow's principles are the leader. The Southern De.
DREAMS"
MODERN
THE
always
fraudulent
he
when
and
exploration
so
ter elections an
of course, all reason vanishes. If
crats will buy Stevenson but
AMERICAN MUSE
crucially needed now will pay the We are Wilding,and making
the process keeps on then we can says "my worthy opponent," he doubt if they will buy a str
taking
Giving
and
—
From Col. Wynot R. Irish Syexpect to witness the birth of a really means the "lousy hum" on civil rights position which Ste'•
penalty. Many a vote today is in
We glorify thoughts —
receivthe other side. If such partisanraving maniac..
search of a leader. — Mrs. Chase Busily building never forsaking racuse university I have
son would accept. Similarly, i
ed a copy of "The Modern AmerThe Broadway musical "Damn ship does not go too far, it can Taft Republicans will beat 1.
S. Osborn, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. Always fashioning a castle in the
bibliogracomplete
Muse"
ican
be
a
very stimulating and reward• • *
Yankees" touches upon the theme
bushes for Ike and still try
air.
phy of American Poetry from 1900
of partisanship as generated in the ing for society as a whole. It is scuttle Ike's program.
memWe flourish and nourish on
Free Enterprise
to 1925.
only
when
partisanship
becomes
sports arena. The protagonist is a
oriel of old,
The exptence of this right :
In his introductory essay entitI Dear Editor: Free business enserious, all-or-nothing, diehard fan more powerful than reason and
We
sadness
bury
—
the
Bibliog"Bewilderment
s of a
led
terprise and private capitalism
of the Washington Senators who, more compelling than logic that left factionalism in both. ma
rapher" Col. Irish says:
are good because they permit Sow ribbons of gladness
of course, get beaten regularly by it becomes downright dangerous. psrties helps to water dc
partisanship. How can
"The quest of fugitive poetry
the New York Yankees.
Individuals to adapt themselves to To hold our castle in the air.
Fortunately in America, we have blind
t has been for me through many
circumstances and conquer their If it weren't for dreams,
So disgusted does he become and produced some great political par- be sure what your own part
years a pleasant mania. These
so ardently does he wish for the tisans who retained enough bal- going to do? Anyway, as •
environment. The American way Where would we be?
been
have
faith
verse
brochures
thin
weren't
It
if
of
and
for
hope
success of the Senators that he ance to attract the margin of in- Flynn of the Bronx used to s
Is the best.
What could we see?
quested by me with a zest that
makes a bargain with the devil. dependents necessary for success if you vote, "you're the bol.
But a monopoly of all the land, It if weren't for sweet melodies a man istserves for the impracti"HE has to be happy with ONE woman ...
The latter promptly transforms in our national contests. The in- The parties propose, but t
housing, business and industry and What could we hear?
caL
But I still hove my pick." __de.
him into a baseball hero, Joe dependents and fence sitters en- voters do the disposing.
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Pittsburgh To Be Hosts To Publishers

DEFENDER '
_Sat., Jana 23, 1956

Minnesota

MINNESOTA
By BETH WHITE
The St Paul Local NAACP held
its last membership drive report
and dinner at the Midway YMCA
last Monday. The campaign broke
GOODMAN
all previous records. Much praise
was given Mrs. Sallie Fletcher,
By MRS. P. BILLINGSLEA
Everyone enjoyed a wonderful 390 St. Anthony ave., who obtainmessage delivered by the new ed 88 members.
pastor of the Walden Chapel M.
The Rev. William L, Battle, well
E. Church. He i1s the Rev. E. I. known minister, Carl Wesehke,
PITTSBURGH — (ANT) —Resi- I ture of the newspapers
Shannon his subect was "Follow , whole griggist and Thomas Hibbs,
representMe."
jr., son of Mrs. Florence Hibbs
dents of this city will have their ed.
Those that were visiting rera- Daniels, gospel singer and social
first opportunity to meet publish- , INDUSTRIALIST HELP
days recently were: Joe Ned Es- worker, took out $500 life memers of Negro newspapers from all ' In addition to the Courier, which
kerdge, George Harrington and berships. Leonard H. Carter was
is the host newspaper, other comsections of the country at the
his brother, Eddie Lee, both of chairman and treasurer of t h e
panies which will entertain the
lath annual convention of the NaChicago, Mallen Hankins of Nill campaign. Speakers were: M r s.
delegates are the Moss Kendrix
tional Newspaper Publishers As- Organiza
Mitch and Mrs. Willie Tilman Estyr Bradley Peake, prominent
tion, the U. S. Steel Corsociation at the Sherwyn hotel, poration,
newspaper woman; Cecil Newman,
of Jackson, Miss.
H. J. Heinz company
June 21-23.
Those attending summer school publisher of two newspapers; the
and Jones and Laughlin Steel cor"This is the first chance we poration.
term are: Mrs. Bessie Pickens, Rev. W. L. Battle, pastor of the
have had to come to the steel
M. A. Byard, Mrs. Pearline Bil- Gospel Temple Church of God In
Leland Hazard, vice - president
capital of the world," asserted and general
lingslea, Itta Benne, Mrs. Loris Christ; Rev. Floyd Massey, jr.,
counsel of Pittsburgh
C. C. Dejoie, president of NNPA,I Plate
Garland and Genola Redd, Jack- pastor of Pilgrim Baptist church;
Glass Company, will be prinin making
the announcement., cipal speaker at the annual
and George Wills, honorary board
son.
banThe three-day convention will
The last rites were held for member. Frank M. Smith is presiquet Friday night. June 22.
bring together leaders in merchanMrs. Della Washington who lived dent of the branch.
Frank Stanley, chairman of the
dising, advertising and manage- NNPA Awards Committ
Miss Julia Elizabeth Jones,
with her son, George Miller in
ee, will
ment from many sections of the make awards to newspop
daughte
r of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
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